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The GTP-Driven Natural
Language Platform

Discover actionable insights in
the most intuitive way possible

most
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Data. Decisions. Results. 

https://www.quaeris.ai/


Enable and empower everyone with data

Why Quaeris?
When you can access insights like never

before, you’ll understand your business like

never before.

With written and voice support,
obtaining insights is as easy as
using Google. No pre-build,
curated or managed dashboards
needed. 

Ask questions, naturally, like
Google for your corporate data

Quaeris is AI-driven data search and BI platform that delivers

personalized insights through an intuitive experience. Our proprietary

AI-engine empowers business users to ask questions, receive answers,

and share results – all within seconds.

Ask questions of your data and get
actionable insights instantly

Quaeris provides near real-time
results on any data and allows you
to pin insights that matter to you.
Build your personalized pinboard
in minutes.

Pin meaningful insights, 
like Pinterest

Quaeris learns from your interactions
to deliver personalized and 
 recommended results based on your
interests, role, and history.

Receive personalized, contextual
and recommended answers

Share insights and collaborate one-
on-one or with the whole team in
real-time. When everyone
collaborates, driven decision making
trumps opinions.

Embrace LinkedIn-like
collaboration
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Go ahead, ask the tough questions. Our intuitive
platform will guide your insight discovery.

Anytime, Anywhere 
Engage in a natural conversation with data in

your existing data-warehouse or CRM or ERP.

Intuitive Search

Simply type questions in plain
English, there’s no need to use
keywords or write queries. Behind the
scenes, our advanced AI transforms
your inquiry into database-ready
language in milliseconds.

Natural Language Search

Not only can you write questions in
plain English, you can use your voice
to search for insights as well.

Voice-to-Text

Instantaneous suggestions are
provided as you type to speed
up your search process.

Autocomplete
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Receive real-time results and recommendations that
inspire you to uncover novel insights.

Hyper-Personalized Results

Like life, data is nothing without
context. Our cognitive AI-engine
interprets your search, interests, role,
and history before providing ranked
results to enable further exploration.

Intelligent Results

Select any search result, at any
time, to drill down further and
explore relevant results.

Exploratory Drill Down

Your answer will be displayed
automatically in the most relevant
format, text, or a graphic
visualization, based on the
question asked. You can easily
switch visualization types and
filter views to suit your needs.

Intuitive Answers

Provide thumbs up/down feedback
to enhance future insights and
refine our machine-learning
algorithms.

User Feedback Loop

Uncover the SQL query that was
utilized to generate your results.

Query Inspector
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All it takes is one-click to
monitor results for daily review
or save intriguing insights. Best
of all, pins update automatically
to display real-time results.

Dynamic Pins

Enter the era of hyper-
personalized insights, so long
rigid, pre-built dashboards. You
have the power to curate real-
time, dynamic pinboards to
monitor your most vital pins.

Pinboards

Don’t lose track of insights – pin them for future
reference as pinboards or easily create curated
Storyboards for sharing.

Pins, Pinboards & Storyboards

Publish your big idea to your

board, to your team or your

peers. All inside of Quaeris in a

secure, auditable, and

controlled manner or as PDFs.

Storyboards
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Individual exploration is powerful, but collaboration
across organization is transformative.

Conversational Threads

Familiar and easy to use chat UI
encourages in-depth data-driven
conversations that lead to informed
decisions.

Collaborative Chat Interface

Enable notifications to ensure
you never miss an important
insight. You can manually review
all the insights you’ve shared
with others as well as the
insights they’ve shared with you.

Notifications, on mobile
or browser

One-click process that allows you
to select individuals and add a
personalized message. To prevent
security concerns, only individuals
with access to the relevant data
source will be eligible for sharing.

Fast, Protected Sharing
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Our cognitive AI replaces archaic
rule-based architecture making
the cold start problem a thing of
the past.

Dynamic configurations

AI that’s more human than machine.

Quaeris Proprietary Cognitive
AI Engine

Put an end to learning keywords
or SQL queries. Behind the scenes,
our advanced AI transforms your
natural English question into
database-ready language in
milliseconds.

Natural Language
Understanding (NLU)

Our AI-engine interprets your search
and returns stack-ranked results
based on you interests, role, and
history to help you make most of
your time, and improves ranking
accuracy as it learns more.

Intelligent personalization

Answers are automatically displayed
in the most relevant format, text or a
graphic visualization, based on the
question asked.

Automatic Visualization
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Best-in-class security protocols to
ensure your data remains secure.

Platform Security 

Support integrations with your identity
providers
Role based access to your information
Full governance and compliance with audit
trails
Enterprise SSO solutions

Robust Security for Your Data
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Quaeris is built to compliment your
data stack.

Platform Architecture

Fully containerized system on Kubernetes 
Connect Quaeris to any structured data 
Support web and mobile platforms
Micro-services architecture
No need for data movement

Scalable Architecture

Data Store

Data Store

Data Store
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Quaeris Logical Architecture

Data Science Machine Learning Gateway

Quaeris Interpretation and NLG

Audit & History Service

Trending Service

User 
Management

Business
Area

Pin & Share Teams Chat Storyboard

Quaeris Search

Recommendation
Engine

Forecasting
Engine

Anomaly Detection
Engine Users
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Ask any data question on any
device, at anytime, anywhere.

Your analysts don’t follow you
around, but your data can.

www.quaeris.ai

13925 Ballantyne Corporate Pl #260

Charlotte, NC 28277, USA

Find out how Quaeris can
provide insights to your team
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